
Practise Opening 3 Weak 2’s                      NG34Bridge                                      
 

1. Dlr: South Vul: None 

West North East South 

   ? 

 

South 

 A Q 6 

 10 8 6 4 3 2 

 K 9 7 

 J 

Answer: Pass 

In first seat this hand isn't at all suitable for a Weak 

Two. We really need two honours not vulnerable, 

and two of the top three honours if vulnerable. West 

may double for takeout and East may have a strong 

hand with four good hearts and will pass the double, 

converting it to penalties. It wouldn't be 

unreasonable to open 2  if we were third in hand 

(after two passes). 

2. Dlr: South Vul: None 

West North East South 

   ? 

 

South 

 K J 8 6 

 2 

 K Q 10 9 7 2 

 4 3 

Answer: Pass 

We have a good six card diamond suit, but in first or 

seat we shouldn't open a Weak Two with a 

reasonable four card major on the side, in case 

partner is planning to open 1 , in which case we 

will have pe-empted our partner rather than our 

opponents   

3. Dlr: South Vul: None 

West North East South 

   ? 

 

South 

 A K J 6 4 3 

 4 2 

 8 

 Q 10 9 5 

Answer: 1  

We should not open a Weak 2 (or a Weak 3) with a 

hand that passes the rule of 20. We are as likely to 

have the majority of the points as our opponents so 

should bid constructively rather than with the 

primary aim of disrupting our opponents.  

4.  Dlr: South Vul: NS 

West North East South 

   ? 

 

South 

 2 

 Q 8 6 

 A J 8 7 5 3 2 

 4 3 

Answer: 2  

Many weakish hands with a seven card suit are best 

opened at the three level, but it's rather dangerous 

to do so on this hand at adverse vulnerability. Going 

off two tricks scores -200, which will be a good 

result for our opponents unless they could have 

made game.  The Weak Two strikes the right 

balance between pre-emption and safety. The 

seventh diamond compensates for the so-so 

diamond  honours 

5.  Dlr: South Vul: None 

West North East South 

   ? 

 

South 

 J 

 Q J 6 5 3 2 

 Q J 8 3 

 4 2 

Answer: 2  

Our suit is absolutely minimum for a Weak Two, but 

with attractive shape it's generally OK to open 2  in 

even first or second seat, especially when not 

vulnerable. Our spade singleton suggests that our 

opponents will find a spade fit if we pass. Our pre-

empt may deter them from bidding, and if they do 

partner may be able to extend our pre-empt and 

push them too high.  



6.  Dlr: North Vul: None 

West North East South 

 Pass Pass ? 

 

South 

 J 

 Q 8 7 5 3 2 

 A Q 9 6 

 4 3 

Answer: 2  

A Weak Two wouldn't be advisable first or second in 

hand, in view of the weak heart suit and promising 

diamond suit. Third in hand not vulnerable, 

however, we can afford to be more flexible. West is 

certain to bid and the opponents may find a spade 

fit if we pass. A regular partner should appreciate 

that we will be ‘friskier’ in third seat.  

7.  Dlr: West Vul: None 

West North East South 

Pass Pass Pass ? 

 

South 

 Q 10 8 7 4 3 

 A Q 6 

 7 2 

 10 9 

Answer: Pass 

In 4th seat we have no opponent to pre-empt. Any 

opening bid is liable to leave us with a minus score. 

We therefore pass the hand out. A weak two 

opening in 4th seat usually needs about 10-13 

points and a good six card suit, i.e. a good chance 

of making the part score but NO interest in game 

opposite partner's passed hand.  

 


